Who we are

- TRACS is a **grouping of representatives of key active associations** in the transport sector, with support from academia and domain experts
  - YASA
  - LASSA
  - Lebanon by Bike
  - Achrafieh Stairs
  - and MOUs in progress with LAU and other NGOs
Vision

• TRACS aims to **promote a sustainable transportation** mindset in Lebanon, with the goal of **improving all forms of mobility** for commuters, while **minimizing negative impacts** on society and the environment.
Mission

• TRACS is dedicated to lobby for sustainable and comprehensive solutions in Lebanon’s transportation sector, namely:
  o Multimodal: wide choice of transport modes
  o Green: environmentally clean, respecting urban planning and landscapes
  o Inclusive: financially affordable, accessible by the disabled
  o Effective: interconnected and reliable, safe and comfortable

• TRACS’ objective is to evolve a modern transport system that can meet the daily needs of citizens for mobility across all cities and regions of Lebanon, and to help achieve the strategic opportunities for economic development of our country.
Main demands

- **Main demands**

  - **Planning**
    - Comprehensive and integrated transport plan
    - Revive or establish a dedicated transport and civil administration ministry
    - Develop the administrative structure concerned with the sector (coordination mechanisms, regulatory bodies, statistical center)
    - Establish mechanisms for community participation in transport planning projects

  - **In the general transport**
    - Establish a public transportation system servicing Beirut and areas
    - Activate the railway for passenger and cargo transport

  - **In the roads**
    - Establish a law for road safety
    - Develop the road network
    - Establish dedicated road for motorcycles

  - **In airports and ports**
    - Expand Beirut airport and port within a long-term strategic vision, and activate other ports outside Beirut
Timeline 2019

May 2019
- Workshop with UN Habitat on urban transport planning

June 2019
- Workshop with relevant stakeholders to identify quick & tangible solutions for traffic congestion
- Launch LBCI awareness campaign on best practices of driving behaviour

July 2019
- Propose law for hybrid tax reduction

August 2019
- Workshop with municipalities on pilot solutions for local transport issues

September 2019
- Conference to announce white paper for national transport strategy

December 2019
- Q4
Timeline 2020

- **March 2020**: Workshop on citizen participation in urban transport planning
- **May 2020**: Workshop for policy makers on green transport
- **July 2020**: Launch dedicated bus on rail right-of-way pilot project
- **October 2020**: Complete fast-win projects